FAMILY

CAMPING

CHECKLIST
Take a few tips from the experts,
so you’ll be prepared with valuable know-how
and essential camp gear!
TENT TIPS:

❍ A 6-person tent comfortably fits 4 plus air

mattresses and gear
❍ Look for weather- and water-resistant features
❍ Quick and easy set-up is a must
❍ Place a tarp under tent for added barrier

against the rain

SLEEPING SOLUTIONS:

❍ Rectangular sleeping bags offer maximum

comfort with room to move
❍ An air mattress lets you enjoy the outdoors
without sacrificing comfort
❍ Leave bulkier personal pillows at home and pack
camping ones instead

CREATING COMFORT IN CAMP:
❍ Bring a camp chair for relaxing (great around

the campfire!)
❍ Take along a cooler so food stays cold through
entire campout
❍ Beat the heat and sun—add some instant
shade with a canopy

LIGHTING IDEAS:

A propane-powered lantern provides plenty
of light for your campsite
❍ Add a handy, solar-powered tent light, perfect
when getting ready for bed
❍ If venturing from your tent at night, a headlamp
guides you… hands-free!
❍

CAMP/COOKING MUSTS:

Opt for a propane stove that sets up easily and
heats up quickly
❍ Don’t forget your packable, personal
tableware set
❍

“BE PREPARED” ESSENTIALS:

A Multi-Tool is a must-have to help keep camp
running smoothly
❍ Bring a first-aid kit that covers any basic
camping mishap
❍ Consider an insect-repellent lantern for
your campsite
❍

Checklist on the back. >

YOUR CHECKLIST:
❍ COLEMAN® 2016 SUNDOME™ 6-PERSON TENT (627761)
❍ TARP
❍ CUB SCOUT™ LIGHTWEIGHT SLEEPING BAG (612668)
❍ KELTY® TUMBLER 50°/70°F SUMMERWEIGHT SLEEPING BAG (619667)
❍ COLEMAN DURAREST™ QUEEN AIR MATTRESS (626966)
❍ COLEMAN RECHARGEABLE AIR PUMP (626967)
❍ KLYMIT® INFLATABLE PILLOW (641520)
❍ CAMPING CHAIR (636668)
❍ COLEMAN NORTHSTAR PROPANE LANTERN (627760)
❍ LUCI® OUTDOOR 2.0 INFLATABLE SOLAR LANTERN (637453)
❍ PETZL® TIKKINA 80-LUMEN HEADLAMP WITH CUB SCOUTS® LOGO (623137)
❍ 4" MULTI-TOOL (615781)
❍ COLEMAN CLASSIC 2-BURNER STOVE (627764)
❍ GSI® 7-PC. CASCADIAN TABLE SET (617819)
❍ FIRST AID ROLL KIT (639149)
❍ THERMACELL MOSQUITO REPELLER TRAILBLAZER CAMP LANTERN (641471)

Check out this
Family Camping Video
for more great tips.
ScoutShop.org/familycamping

